
As a hunter who strives to have
the best equipment possible,
I am surprised by those who

pay top dollar for a premium bow
and then try to save money by buying
inexpensive arrows. Being frugal is
one thing but, in my opinion, the last
thing on which I would try to save
money would be my arrows.

The arrow is what delivers the
broadhead or field point to the target
and to be considered accurate it
must be consistent. Consistency
means the arrows must be closely
matched in spine, weight and
straightness. Manufacturers are
meeting this challenge hands down.
Today an archer can buy a dozen
arrows weighing within one grain of
the others in the box and can expect
every arrow to have a straightness
tolerance within several thousandths
of an inch. In some premium shafts
that tolerance is just .001 over the
length of the shaft. 

Knowledgeable shooters and
dealers understand what really deliv-
ers superior accuracy is an arrow with
consistent spine, particularly a con-
sistent spine around the shaft. This
tolerance continues to improve. For
example, Carbon Express now offers a
.0025 spine selection tolerance in its
Maxima and Mayhem series as well
as its new Mach 5. What’s more, to
increase accuracy, manufacturers
sort their better arrow shafts so that
every arrow in the set meets the same
standards of straightness, weight and
spine. This means shooters can
expect their new dozen or half-dozen
arrows to fly and group the same
every time. 

The strides made in producing
high quality carbon arrows are
astounding when you compare them
to the early pultruded carbon shafts
with their bulky outserts. Each year
now manufacturers continue in their
quest to produce a more perfect
arrow. We contacted most of the
arrow manufacturers serving the
North American market to find out
what shooters could expect in 2011
and to review these new products.
Here is what we discovered.

Carbon Express
Carbon Express is known for its

ground breaking technology in car-
bon arrow design and offers shooters
extremely tough and accurate arrows
that deliver maximum accuracy. Last
year the company introduced the
Mayhem series featuring K-360º
Weave Technology. This exclusive
process integrates 100 percent low
modular carbon weave into the outer
layer of the arrow to produce excep-
tional strength and spine consisten-
cy.

This year, Carbon Express has
brought out the new Mayhem
Hunter and the Mayhem Hot Pursuit
for those looking for an arrow with
blazing speed, extreme accuracy and
deep penetration. Both Mayhem
models are billed to be three arrows
in one and are engineered using the
K-360º Weave Technology that deliv-
ers a consistent spine completely
around the arrow. The result is an
arrow that easily meets the criteria of
exceptional accuracy coupled with
deep penetration. Like those arrows
in the Maxima series, Mayhem 3-in-1

models feature Built-In Weight
Forward technology, a BuffTuff fin-
ish, Blazer vanes and a BullDog nock
collar. Each arrow is straight to .0035
inches and has a weight tolerance of
+/- 1 grain. The Mayhem Hunter
comes in 250 and 350 sizes that
weigh 8.9 and 9.8 grains per inch
respectively. The Mayhem Hot
Pursuit, designed for female hunters
or for others with a short draw
length, is only available at 8 grains
per inch and comes fletched with
pink and white Fusion vanes.

For 2011, Carbon Express has
completely redesigned the premium
line of Maxima series arrows. The
company says the Maxima line is bet-
ter than ever this year and now there
are three new arrows to give shooters
a total of four Maxima series options
from which to choose. Lennie
Rezmer, executive vice-president of
Eastman Outdoors told ArrowTrade
all the arrows in the new Maxima line
are constructed with a new, patent-
ed, Dual Spine Weight Forward tech-
nology to deliver maximum accuracy
and performance. Dual Spine Weight
Forward is the fusion of two different
carbon materials creating two spines
in one arrow. He said this results in
rapid arrow recovery and superior
guidance control. In short, according
to Rezmer, the Dual Spine Weight
Forward concept produces arrows
that make today’s high power bows
shoot even better.

The new Maxima Blue Streak and
Maxima Blue Streak Select are the
first Maxima offerings for 2011.
Rezmer told ArrowTrade the Blue
Streak Select is the most accurate

Already Good, Carbon Arrows 

The Mayhem Hunter by Carbon Express blends excellent arrow speed with innovative weight forward technology to produce superior
down range accuracy with a broadhead. Shooters have a choice of either Blazer or Fusion vanes for optimum broadhead performance.
With a spine tolerance of +/- .0025 of an inch, shooters can be assured every arrow in the box will
perform exactly like the others.
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shooting arrow in the entire Carbon
Express hunting arrow line. Both
Blue Streak models are constructed
using an innovative carbon cross-

weave material called Diamond
Weave to produce better spine uni-
formity and thus better accuracy. He
said the Diamond Weave material
delivers better spine uniformity
resulting in precision accuracy while
offering unparalleled spine consis-
tency in a durable, lightweight pack-
age. The Blue Streak features a
straightness of +/- .0025 inches and a
weight tolerance of +/- 1.0 grain. The
industry veteran noted the spine tol-
erance for each arrow in the set is
.0025 of an inch making them incred-
ibly consistent.

According to Rezmer, the
Maxima Blue Streak Select offers
demanding shooters the tightest
specification for straightness in the
entire Carbon Express hunting arrow
line and is a step-up version of the
Blue Streak shaft. Blue Streak Select
arrows are furnished with Bohning
Blazer Tiger vanes and Tiger arrow
wraps to add velocity and to improve
visibility. As with the other arrows in
the Maxima series, the Blue Streak
Select line comes with BullDog nock
collars to add strength and durability.
You may still break a nock if a follow-
up arrow strikes it, but there is a good
chance the shaft itself will be undam-
aged. The Blue Streak Select 250
weighs 7.4 grains per inch while the
350 shafts weigh 8.3 grains per inch.

When they were introduced two
years ago, the Aramid KV shafts
seemed a little pricey, but even so,
hunters looking for an accurate,
ultra-strong hunting shaft embraced
them. This year, the Aramid KV shaft
now called the Maxima Hunter KV
arrow has been improved further by

the use of a new carbon material.
Rezmer told ArrowTrade hunters will
like the new Maxima Hunter KV even
more than the popular Aramid KV
because the new carbon material has
improved their performance.
However, he noted hunters won’t
have to change a thing when shoot-
ing them. “Due to our Dual Spine,
Weight Forward technology, shooters
will see better performance and
tighter groups especially with broad-
heads,” he explained. Since it is made
with a layer of Kevlar, a synthetic
fiber that is pound for pound five
times stronger than steel, Rezmer
said the Maxima Hunter KV provides
hunters unsurpassed strength, dura-
bility and the greatest penetration of
any arrow in the Maxima Series.

The patented BuffTuff Plus car-
bon weave construction of the
Maxima Hunter KV adds to the
strength and durability of this arrow
while Blazer vanes add velocity and
precision broadhead performance.
The Maxima Hunter KV 250 weighs
8.9 grains per inch while the 350 shaft
weighs 9.8 grains per inch. These
arrows, like all others in the Maxima
line, are sorted to a straightness of
.0025 inch and to a weight tolerance
of +/- 1 grain per inch. The spine
selection tolerance is measured at
.0025 inches. 

Since its introduction a few years
ago, the Carbon Express Maxima
Hunter proved to be extremely popu-
lar among hunters. While still main-
taining its heritage, this year the most
proven arrow in the Carbon Express
line saw the added benefit of Dual
Spine Weight Forward technology.
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By Mike Raykovicz

With gold colored Blazer vanes and gold
BullDog nock collars, everything about
the new top of the line Carbon Express
Maxima KV by Eastman International says
it’s a premium hunting arrow. Made with a
layer of Kevlar, the synthetic fiber that is
pound for pound five times stronger than
steel, the Maxima KV provides maximum
arrow strength and durability, while pro-
viding the greatest penetration within the
Maxima Series. This foundation of
strength is further enhanced with a
patented BuffTuff finish in a Mossy Oak
Break-Up pattern and tough Bulldog nock
collars. Carbon Express says the Maxima
Hunter KV is one of the toughest and most
durable arrows in the industry.

Just Keep Getting Better
The Maxima Blue Streak Select offers shooters all the features as the Maxima Blue Streak but has the

tightest specifications for straightness in the Carbon Express hunting arrow line. The Maxima Blue Streak
and Blue Streak Select both feature Carbon Express’ Dual Spine Weight Forward Technology. Dual Spine Weight Forward is a patented
multi-layer/multi-material arrow innovation, creating two spines in one arrow. This design provides better energy management from
the bow to the arrow, causing the arrow to recover faster and spin sooner
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BuffTuff carbon weave construction
coupled with the tough and quiet
Mossy Oak Treestand BuffTuff finish,
BullDog nock collars and Blazer
vanes are part of the fastest camou-
flage arrow in the entire Maxima line. 

For those shooters wanting a
light, fast, arrow the Carbon Express
Mach 5 may be the one they’re look-
ing for. With advanced 100 percent
pure carbon construction, tight pin
gaps are the norm. A Diamond coat
finish provides excellent durability
and stealth performance in the
woods. The Mach 5 is available in 7.0
or 8.1 grains per inch and in either a
.289 or .292 diameter. 

Mathews products continue to
be popular with those shooters loyal
to the brand and this year enthusi-
asts will be interested in the three
new arrows from Carbon Express
that are only available to authorized
Mathews dealers. The Mathews
Edition Maxima Hunter has the same
high quality construction and speci-
fications as does the Maxima Hunter
but is dressed out using the Mathews
Lost Camo pattern and Blazer vanes
for added velocity and outstanding
broadhead performance. 

The Mission Edition Terminator
Lite arrow is a high performance car-
bon composite hunting arrow with
superior strength and straightness
and a slightly lower price point. It is
furnished with Predator vanes for
added arrow velocity and with tun-
able nocks for greater accuracy.

The third offering in the
Mathews line is the new Mission
Edition Amped Youth Arrow. This is a
composite arrow designed for young
and beginning archers looking for an
arrow with an interchangeable point
system. The Amped Youth Arrow
comes complete with Duravanes and

standard screw-in inserts and is
designed for bows with a 20 to 45
pound draw weight. 

Every dealer has his cadre of tar-
get shooters and its no secret these
guys are always looking for an edge.
This year Carbon Express is offering
several new arrows designed primar-
ily for them that can provide what
they are looking for. 

Despite its large diameter, the
new CXL Pro is the lightest line cut-
ting shaft Carbon Express offers.
Because of its larger size, the CXL
optimizes a shooter’s ability to cut
the line for ever higher scores. Three
shaft sizes are available to fit all draw
weights and to meet all IFAA, NAA,
and FITA standards. These arrows are
spine selected for a consistent
matched set. 

With a 27/64 inch diameter, the
new X-Jammer-27 Pro is the largest
diameter target arrow in the entire
Carbon Express line and is engi-
neered to be the ultimate indoor 20
yard spot target arrow. For those
looking for that competitive edge, the
X-Jammer-27 Pro has the maximum
diameter shaft allowed in most sanc-
tioned tournaments. These shafts
offer shooters unparalleled spine
consistency along with a straightness
of .0025 inches and a weight toler-
ance of +/- 1 grain. 

The New Linejammer Pro boasts
the best spine and weight tolerance
of any shaft in its class. Diamond
Weave technology makes these
arrows even stronger and better
while the BullDog nock collar offers
added protection. The Linejammer
Pro is competition proven and offers
shooters maximum diameter line-
cutting performance for ASA and IBO
competition. These shafts are guar-
anteed straight to .0025 inches and

have a weight tolerance of +/- 1 grain.
They are spine selected to produce a
consistently matched set. 

The last new offering from
Carbon Express is the Maxima Blue
Streak Select which offers shooters
the tightest specifications for
straightness in the entire Carbon
Express arrow line. These shafts are a
top choice among competitive field
and 3D archers because of their
accuracy, toughness, durability and
close spine tolerance. Contact:
Carbon Express, P.O. Box 380
Flushing, MI 48433; Phone (800) 241-
4833.

Beman
Hunters going afield this fall will

have a new high velocity Beman
arrow to take with them. The compa-
ny is introducing a brand new carbon
arrow it’s calling the ICS Speed. The
new Speed starts with a state-of-the-
art, multi-layer, lightweight carbon
shaft designed for today’s high ener-
gy compound bows and comes fur-
nished with Beman’s new Hot Tail
ViBrake insert. ViBrake was devel-
oped in conjunction with Sims
Vibration Labs utilizing the effective
and proven LimbSaver and NAVCOM
IV technology.  According to Beman’s
Marketing Coordinator  Nate Pilcher,
the new Hot Tail ViBrake insert quick-
ly stabilizes the arrow and stops
vibration resulting in more accurate,
stealthy shooting. Weighing as little
as 6.6 grains per inch, the new Speed
blends high velocity and flat trajecto-
ry to give perfect performance. 

Pilcher noted lightweight arrows
can increase noise and make bow
tuning more critical for maintaining
accuracy but Hot Tail inserts address
this problem by reducing vibration
while providing a quiet, more accu-

The new Mathews Mission Edition Terminator Lite arrow is available only to authorized Mission dealers
and is finished with Mathews Lost Camo pattern. This is a high performance hunting arrow engineered with
Built-In Weight Forward technology for superior down range accuracy. It comes furnished with Predator vanes, adjustable nocks and a
weight tolerance of +/- 1 grain per dozen.

Young or beginning archers need a durable, strong arrow with an interchangeable point system. The new Mission Edition Amped
arrow by Carbon Express is crafted from extremely durable composite material and will not bend or break under extreme conditions.
The Amped-XS features the Carbon Express unique Diamond-coat finish to provide greater durability and a smoother, slicker surface
for easy target removal. Standard screw-in inserts fit field points and broadheads while Duravanes
from Norway Industries are famous for their adhesion and add accuracy.
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rate shot. “It’s the perfect comple-
ment for the high-velocity Speed
shaft. Hot Tail inserts utilize a new,
sleek design that’s lightweight and
installs in seconds,” Pilcher said. 

For all type of big boned game
animals hunters have turned to
the MFX Series of micro-diameter
carbon arrows by Beman. Pilcher
told ArrowTrade the MFX Bone
Collector delivers a powerful, hard
hitting mix of accuracy, durability
and penetration. MFX Bone
Collector arrows come with X
nocks installed, HIT Inserts,
chamfer stone, installation tool,
and HIT epoxy. Shafts are sold 12
per pack and the weight tolerance
is +-2.0 grains per package. 

The MFX Classic offers shoot-
ers a micro diameter carbon arrow
that maximizes the bow’s energy
and places the shaft closer to the
center of the riser, an important
consideration for recurve and
longbow fans. The MFX Classic
comes with adjustable brass
inserts to provide better tuning
and to improve flight characteris-
tics. The shafts boast a straight-
ness tolerance of ±.003 of an inch
and a weight tolerance ±2.0 grains.
Direct-fit Nocks are installed and
HIT Inserts are included. Shooters
are saying Beman has taken the
performance of the Classic to the
next level with the addition of
MFX Micro Effect and Hidden
Insert Technology (HIT). This
means more power, more durabil-
ity, and more penetration for tradi-
tional bowhunters. Great perfor-
mance coupled with the vintage
look of Classic’s wood grain finish
makes this the best traditional
shaft Beman has ever offered. 

Pilcher said Beman recognizes
the future of hunting depends on
the development of young sports-
men and so, the Utah firm pro-
duces quality gear and arrows for
today’s emerging bowhunters.

Beman’s new MFX Bone Collector Jr.
arrows are made in the USA and
deliver the look and performance
youngsters need to achieve accuracy
when shooting a lighter bow with a
shorter draw length. The small diam-
eter carbon Bone Collector Jr. pro-
vides the same high performance
and benefits such as low wind drift,
enhanced durability, and deep pene-
tration as its bigger brother the MFX
Bone Collector in an arrow designed
for bow weights up to 50 pounds.
Contact: Beman Carbon Arrows,
5040 Harold Gatty Drive, Salt Lake
City, Utah 84116; Phone (801) 539-
1400. 

Easton
A high horsepower

muscle car can’t reach its
full power and potential
running on regular gas.
Cars like these require pre-
mium gasoline in order to
deliver their power and
make them scream down
the track, and today’s bows
are no different. Easton
promises to take the power
of a modern bow and
deliver high octane arrow
performance by getting it
to the target with all the
speed and energy the bow
offers. 

Easton introduced its
N-Fused line of Axis
arrows a few years ago and
they remain a best seller
for the Salt Lake City based
company. By taking a
nano-fused epoxy com-
posite resin called
Hybtonite and bonding it
with hollow carbon nan-
otubes, Easton created the
ST Axis N-Fused arrow and
made it one of the
strongest carbon arrows
on the market today. The
ST Axis N-Fused Carbon

The Burt Coyote Company
www.lumenok.net

309-358-1602

Get the free mobile app at

http://gettag.mobi

The Beman MFX Bone Collector is designed for all types of heavy boned game and
offers Micro-diameter MFX carbon construction with a straightness tolerance of +/-
.003 inch. Noise reducing ViBrake X Nocks are available and are sold separately.

PHOTO RIGHT: The narrow Beman MFX Classic maximizes a traditional
bow’s energy by placing the shaft closer to the center of the riser while tun-
ing is made easier by using adjustable brass inserts. The MFX Classic offers

an attractive PhotoFusion wood grain finish and comes with Direct-fit X
nocks installed. Brass HIT 50-75 grain Break-Off Inserts are included so cus-
tomers can decide just how much mass weight and FOC balance they want.
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arrow offers hunters the perfect
blend of speed and deep penetration
on game. Designed with a very low
profile to minimize wind drift, these
arrows are perfect for shooting longer
distances under windy conditions. ST
Axis N-Fused arrows are available in
weights ranging from 7.2 to 10.7
grains per inch. 

The ST Epic N-Fused Carbon
arrow was specifically designed for
those hunters looking for a small
diameter, high strength arrow with
good vibration control. For heavy,
long arrow setups, the ST Epic 300 is
offered at 10 grains per inch while the
600 at 6.4 grains per inch is suitable
for lower poundage bows or for those
hunters with a short draw length. 

This year Easton ramped up their
line of Full Metal Jacket arrows by
incorporating the N-Fused Carbon
technology with an aluminum outer
core to provide high power magnum
penetration, good blood trails and
more game on the ground. The Full
Metal Jacket shaft combines the pre-
cision and straightness of aluminum
with the stiffness, durability and
speed of carbon.  The result is a hard
hitting arrow with superior knock
down power. Easton says serious
bowhunters have turned to the Full
Metal Jacket arrow to ensure the
game at which they shoot comes
home with them. Now, by utilizing
the superior strength of the N-Fused
carbon core and encasing it in a full
metal aluminum jacket, Easton says
the new Axis Full Metal Jacket
promises to deliver more bone
crunching power and deeper pene-
tration than ever before. The Full
Metal Jacket shafts are finished with
an attractive diamond pattern in Gun
Metal Black or camouflage. 

Those hunters looking for the
ultimate in penetration and for more

pass through shots will want to take a
look at the Full Metal Jacket
Dangerous Game arrow. The FMJ
Dangerous Game 300 shaft weighs
16.0 grains per inch while the 250
shaft weighs a hefty 17.7 grains per
inch. All models of the FMJ utilize the
N-Fused Carbon Core construction to
produce a small-diameter, thick-
walled arrow with Hidden Insert
Technology (HIT) for excellent pene-
tration and durability. The low-glare,
micro-smooth alloy surface reduces
wear on the arrow rest and eliminates
draw noise while providing easier
removal from tough, high density tar-
gets. It should be noted AXIS Full
Metal Jacket arrows and shafts use
aluminum HIT inserts while the AXIS
FMJ Dangerous Game model uses
brass HIT inserts. All arrows come
complete with X Nocks installed,
Blazer vanes, HIT inserts, chamfer
stone, installation tool and HIT
epoxy. 

With tournament tested accuracy
Easton’s A/C/C Pro Hunting Series
provides demanding hunters with
target accuracy in a hunting arrow.
The A/C/C Pro Hunting Series bonds
the precise 7075 aerospace alu-
minum alloy core inner tube with a
specialized carbon fiber and epoxy
matrix to produce a shaft with great
strength and precision. Shooters will
appreciate the smooth 9 micron fin-
ish that allows easy arrow removal
from targets. 

Serious indoor and 3-D archery
enthusiasts will be excited to learn of
Easton’s new Full Bore Maximum
Diameter Carbon Shooter. Easton’s
Marketing Manager, Nate Pilcher said
the Full Bore shaft offers shooters the
perfect mix of speed and large diame-
ter and, although engineered for
world class competition, it will be of
interest to anyone looking for a defin-

itive edge in competition. With a
maximum 27/64 inch diameter and
Easton world class target specifica-
tions, shooters will get the edge need-
ed to score with precision.

When it comes to competition,
Pilcher said the Easton Full Bore
Maximum Diameter Carbon Shooter
might just be the perfect shaft for
indoor and 3-D shooting because it is
designed utilizing multi-layer
Superlite carbon construction cou-
pled with uncompromising toler-
ances. He said Full Bore includes the
proven UNI bushings to provide
superior nock alignment and to pro-
tect the nock end of the shaft.
Because there are no bulky collars to
get in the way, shooters will appreci-
ate the flush fit that smoothly clears
the way for the arrow rest. Nock bush-
ings that accept either the Super 3D
or G nocks are available. 

Because of the expanded legaliza-
tion of crossbows for hunting, Pilcher
noted Easton is introducing the Full
Metal Jacket crossbow bolt that comes
in either a 20 or 22 inch length and
weighs 13.7 grains per inch. The thick
wall carbon core is encased in an alloy
metal jacket and provides maximum
durability coupled with superior pen-
etrating power. It comes with either a
FMJ Halfmoon Nock or a FMJ
Flatback Nock installed. This year a
lighted RLi Tracer FMJ Halfmoon
nock will also be available. The Tracer
uses a dependable, passive magnetic
switch that automatically triggers at
the shot and features a 90 hour battery
life, a microchip controlled flash
mode and a permanent on/off capa-
bility. Contact: Easton Technical
Products, 5040 Harold Gatty Drive,
Salt Lake City, UT 841165; Phone (888)
327-8664. 

The Easton ST Axis N-Fused Carbon Arrow gives hunters a perfect blend of deep penetration and low profile that
minimizes wind drift on those longer shots. Carbon nanotubes fused with Hybtonite resin bonding provide high strength and excep-
tional durability. Shaft weights are offered from 7.2 to 10.7 grains per inch to give shooters a wide range of shaft choice. Five spine
sizes ensure a perfect match for any bow. These arrows come with HIT inserts, installation tool, HIT epoxy and a chamfer stone to
insure a perfect fit. Heavier brass HIT Inserts are available and are sold separately.

This year Easton is offering its popular and proven Full Metal Jacket shaft in a model designed specifically for crossbows. The FMJ
Crossbow bolt comes in two lengths and offers hard hitting performance with shorter blood trails. The 20 inch and 22 inch shafts each
weigh an identical 13.7 grains per inch and have an 11/32 inch outside diameter. Each is fitted with an 11 grain
Halfmoon nock or  9 grain Flatback Nock. A new RLi Tracer FMJ Halfmoon nock is also available.
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Victory 
As of January 1, 2011, Aldila Inc.

has taken over ownership of the
Poway, California based Victory
Archery Company. Aldila is a pioneer
in both designing and manufactur-
ing within the composites industry
which means all future Victory
archery products will be developed
with Aldila’s state of the art CAD/CAE
system. What this means to the con-
sumer is a consistent arrow shaft
with dependable strength, durability,
flex and performance. Nick Meinert,
of Victory’s Technical Support and
Sales Department, told ArrowTrade
Victory is now the only arrow compa-
ny that has total control of the entire
arrow making process from produc-
ing the raw material through the
complete manufacturing process in
its own factory. Meinert said this
unique vertical integration means
Victory/Aldila has compete control
over arrow quality from start to fin-
ish. 

Victory’s VForce arrows have
been a company mainstay because
of their toughness and tight weight,
spine deflection and straightness tol-
erance. This year, the company has
added the new premium VAP
(Victory Armor Piercing) arrow to its
line up. According to Meinert, the
VAP is an exciting updated version of
the extremely popular small diame-
ter NanoForce shaft, which the VAP is
replacing in the company’s line. He
also noted the VAP Series is a special
shaft, incorporating Victory’s
advanced carbon shaft technology
and manufacturing techniques and
ensures the highest degree of
strength and straightness. He added
these shafts are ideally suited for the
professional and amateur target
archer as well as for bowhunters. 

VAP arrows feature Victory’s new
patent pending Penetrator Insert that
provides a stronger, sleeker fit for
both target points and broadheads.
The streamlined Penetrator insert is
available in 5/16 and 9/32 inch sizes
and will allow archers to go directly
from field point accuracy to maxi-
mum broadhead performance. The
Victory Armor Piercing arrows are
available in three series. The V1
Series has a straightness tolerance of
+/- .001, the V3 Series offers +/- .003
straightness tolerance while the V6
Series offers shafts with .006 inch
straightness. 

“When it comes to hunting, pen-
etration is the name of the game and
bowhunters will appreciate how the
VAP arrow with its specially tapered
Penetrator broadhead insert blows
material out of the way so the small
diameter, thick walled shaft can drive
the broadhead to extreme penetra-
tion levels,” Meinert said. 

Tests done on these new shafts
by Bob Fromme of Performance
Archery in San Diego, California indi-
cate hunters don’t have to compro-
mise anything when shooting these
arrows because the VAP arrows have
proven to be tough, fast, accurate
and even with expandable broad-

heads, will out-penetrate heavier
arrows by a large margin. For more
information contact Victory Archery
at 1914 Palomar Oaks Way, Carlsbad,
California, 92008 or call (866) 934-
6565.

PSE 
PSE says the Carbon Force Pro

takes carbon arrow design to a new
level with radial X Weave technology.
With its straightness of +- .001 of an
inch, the Carbon Force Pro is the
straightest arrow PSE offers making it
a favorite of bowhunters and 3D
shooters alike. Using a patented
computerized process, individual
carbon fibers are wrapped creating a
weave pattern making the arrow
stronger, straighter and faster than
some conventional carbon arrows.
Shafts are shipped full length with
inserts loose and nocks installed
while fletched arrows are packaged
full length with inserts loose and
nocks installed. Complete arrows are
fletched with either 4 inch Duravanes
or 2 inch Blazer vanes.

PSE Bow Madness arrows were
designed with input from the Drury

The Victory Armor Piercing (VAP) arrow provides hunters with extreme penetration on
game along with high arrow speed. The VAP comes with new Penetrator Inserts, a smooth
polished finish and Bohning “F” nocks installed. VAP arrows incorporate Victory’s
advanced carbon technology and manufacturing process to produce a strong, straight
and accurate arrow shaft. Every Victory arrow goes through a spine alignment process
that aligns the label on the stiffest part of the shaft to eliminate spine inconsistency when
you fletch each shaft the same way. The Penetrator Inserts have a shape (see at right)
that clears material out of the way as it penetrates thus allowing the narrower, thicker-
walled VAP arrow shaft to follow with less drag or friction.
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Outdoors Team. These arrows use
PSE’s radial X Weave technology and
a patented computer process to wrap
individual carbon fibers to create the
signature weave pattern. The
straightness and weight tolerance for
the Bow Madness arrow is within
±.003 inches and ±5 grains. Arrows
are available full length with inserts
loose. 

The Carbon Force STL Hunter
remains a favorite among
bowhunters and like the others in the
PSE arrow line, is made using a com-
puter process that wraps individual
fibers in a weave pattern. The STL
Hunter arrows have a straightness of
.006 inches and are grain weight
matched to 5 grains per dozen. Raw
shafts come full length, unfletched
with inserts loose and nocks
installed. Fletched arrows come full
length with either 4 inch Duravanes
or the short Blazer vanes, inserts
loose and nocks installed. 

The Carbon Force Black Mamba
by PSE is a great choice for hunters
going after big game. A stainless steel
insert and a stainless steel insert col-
lar increase FOC, weight and durabil-
ity. These arrows weigh 9.4 grains per
inch and have a straightness toler-
ance of +-.003 inch. The Black
Mamba arrow is a bone-crusher and
includes a 10.5 grains per inch weight
tube that enables a hunter to assem-
ble an arrow with a weight of 19.9
grains per inch. Shafts come full
length with inserts and collars loose,
nocks installed. Fletched arrows
come full length with 4 inch
Duravanes and nocks installed,
inserts and collars are shipped loose.
The Black Mamba comes in a 400
size only.

To shoot accurately and to not
get discouraged by missing what they

aim at, young shooters need an accu-
rate arrow that will put them on tar-
get and build confidence. The
Carbon Force Desperado arrow ranks
as one of the best youth arrows avail-
able. The Desperado is made from
high grade carbon cut to length with
target points installed. It is available
in 26, 28 and 30 inch lengths and is
recommended for bow weights not
exceeding 50 pounds. Reach PSE
Archery at P.O. Box 5487 Tucson,
Arizona 85705 or call the firm at (800)
477-7789.

Gold Tip
Gold Tip arrows have long been a

favorite among bowhunters because
the company offers shooters a con-
sistent line of quality products year
after year. The Pro Hunter is the pre-
mium arrow in the Gold Tip line and
features extremely tight spine and
weight tolerances. The XT Hunter is
Gold Tip’s most popular shaft and is a
favorite among bowhunters because
it’s tough and it’s fast. The Expedition
Hunter is more economically priced
but offers the same construction as
the XT and Pro Hunter models in a
slightly larger .006 inch straightness
tolerance. For those looking for blaz-
ing speed, the Velocity Pro, XT and
Hunter shafts have the same spine
and straightness tolerance as does
their heavier cousins the Pro, XT
Hunter and Expedition arrows but,
because they are 25 to 30 grains
lighter, they shoot much faster. 

This year Gold Tip has added
three new shafts to its line. The pink
Ted Nugent Signature Series is a pre-
mium shaft designed for serious
hunters. Dealers and shooters
shouldn’t be fooled by the hot pink
color because a portion of the pro-
ceeds from every pink Ted Nugent

shaft goes to the Susan G. Komen
Foundation to aid in the fight against
breast cancer. Many shooters have
taken to carrying at least one pink
arrow in their quiver to show their
support for the fight against this dis-
ease. 

For 2011, the all new Kinetic
Series utilizes small diameter shafts
manufactured using the finest mate-
rial and modern innovative process-
es. In fact, these shafts are the most
advanced arrows Gold Tip has ever
offered. Anyone looking for the opti-
mum in downrange accuracy cou-
pled with magnum penetration and
superior wind bucking ability will be
extremely interested in this arrow.
The Kinetic utilizes Gold Tip’s easy to
install Accu-Tough component sys-
tem. 

The Kinetic Pro is made with
extremely high quality material cou-
pled with high exacting specifica-
tions to form a small diameter shaft
that promises to deliver maximum
penetration and consistent perfor-
mance regardless of the conditions.

The Kinetic XT offers shooters all
they’ve come to expect from Gold Tip
shafts including durability, consis-
tency and accuracy all rolled into a
small diameter, hard hitting hunting
shaft. The Kinetic is available in four
spine sizes with a straightness toler-
ance of .003 inch. 

The Kinetic Hunter is the perfect
compliment to the Kinetic Pro and
Kinetic XT because it delivers the
benefits of a small diameter shaft
with the same durability, perfor-
mance, and premium components
as its cousins in the Kinetic line. 

Gold Tip’s final new offering for
2011 is the Laser III, a crossbow bolt
that is built to fit between the weight
of the Laser II and Laser IV bolts cur-

PSE offers four quality arrows featuring Radial X Weave technology. The
Black Mamba is designed for big game and has a consistency in spine deflec-
tion and grain weight. A 10.5 grains per inch kinetic energy tube is included
as are stainless steel nock collars and inserts. The Radial X Weave Pro boasts
a straightness of .001 of an inch and is matched to +/- 1 grain per dozen while
the Bow Madness shafts offer a .003 straightness tolerance and are matched
to 5 grains per dozen. The Desperado is a carbon youth arrow that comes
fletched and precut to 26, 28, and 30 inch lengths. A 75 grain field point is
included as well.
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The Gold Tip XT Hunter comes in a crested, black or camo finish and has a straightness tolerance of +/- .003 of an inch. The standard
Accu-lite threaded insert weights 11.4 grains but a new 100 grain brass insert is also available. Point weight and FOC can be easily cus-
tomized through the rear of the shaft using a weight adjustment wrench.
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rently being offered. The Laser III is
designed to give crossbow shooters
another option for getting optimal
performance out of their equipment. 

Gold Tip Sales Manager Preston
Edwards said, “What sets us apart
from others is that our arrows main-
tain their straightness better than
many on the market because of our
quality material and our manufac-
turing process. We utilize 100 percent
all carbon construction in our arrows
and as a result, they will shoot to the
same point of impact for the life of
the product.” Contact: Gold Tip, 368
South Gold Tip Dr., Orem, Utah
84058; Phone (800) 551-0541.

Alaska Bowhunting Supply
When it comes to hunting really

big game animals like elephants,
Cape buffalo or Kudu, the arrows
produced by Alaska Bowhunting
Supply have proven themselves time

and again. According to a company
spokesman, “Their secret is their per-
fect balance of those qualities need-
ed for incredible energy and the abil-
ity to deliver the tremendous pene-
tration and power needed to down
large, dangerous game.” GrizzlyStik
Power Shafting is available in three
series and sizes to match any bow or
hunting situation. 

The Sitka Series is designed for
bows with a draw weight of 40 to 55
pounds while the Alaskan Series is
designed for those bows with a 50 to
70 pound draw weight. For really big
game and for bows with a draw
weight of 70 to 125 pounds the Safari
Series with a finished weight of 700 to
1,000 grains is the one to choose. 

These strong, heavy hunting
shafts have been designed and devel-
oped for deep penetration on large
game animals and to deliver quick,
humane kills. Most modern carbon

arrows focus on speed and accuracy
while GrizzlyStiks, although accu-
rate, focus on momentum, impact
durability and penetration. 

GrizzlyStik shafts are designed to
maximize arrow momentum and
arrows with 10 grains or greater of
total arrow weight per pound of bow
draw weight are possible. The widest
and strongest part of these arrows is
directly behind the point where it’s
needed most. If bone is hit and pene-
trated, tapered GrizzlyStiks continue
to get smaller so there is less friction
resulting in greater penetration. 

Alaska Bowhunting Supply is car-
rying the concept of weight forward
arrow shafts one step further by
offering an extreme forward of center
technology in the new GrizzlyStik
Momentum line. The EFOC technol-
ogy coupled with the continuous

Don’t let Gold Tip’s new Pink Zebra Stripe Ted Nugent signature series shafts fool you into thinking this isn’t
one of the better carbon arrows on the market. Available in both 3555 and 5575 spine sizes, this arrow is made specifically for those
looking to add some flair to their quiver without sacrificing performance. It boasts a straightness of +/-.006 of an inch and is held to a
weight tolerance of +/- 2 grains. A portion of the proceeds from the sale of this arrow is dedicated to the fight against breast cancer.

PHOTO BELOW: Alaska Bowunting Supply has carried the concept of extreme forward
of center (EFOC) technology to new heights with the new Momentum Grizzly Stik. The
Momentum features a continuous tapered design coupled with EFOC that the company
says instantly stabilizes the arrow for improved accuracy. It also increases penetration
up to 15 percent. This concept of EFOC combines weight forward, and spine forward
technology with a nano-carbon component that makes the GrizzlyStik Momentum a
good choice for hunting any North American big game species. Like the other shafts in
the Grizzly Stik line, the new Momentum shafts are constructed of multi-directional
woven carbon.

Grizzly Stiks come in three sizes in addition to the new Momentum series (shown below)
to match any bow and draw weight. The Sitka, Alaskan and Safari Series (shown above)
come with push-in tunable nocks and brass inserts. All arrows in the Grizzly Stik Series
are offered as raw shafts or as finished arrows fletched with either 5 inch natural feath-
ers or 2 inch Blazer vanes.
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taper design instantly stabilizes the
arrow to increase accuracy and pene-
tration by up to 15 percent. In simple
terms, the broadhead and the first
third of the shaft actually pull the
arrow through the animal tissue
rather than the shaft just pushing the
broadhead. The structural design of
GrizzlyStiks utilizes a multi-direc-
tional woven carbon fiber which the
company says is analogous in design
to steel reinforced concrete which is
as tough as it gets. For additional
information call the company at:
(888) 697-9828. 

Carbon Tech
According to President Rick

McKinney, Carbon Tech continues to
manufacture extremely accurate and
durable arrows of superior quality.
McKinney said the Carbon Tech
Cheetah is a thin walled hunting
arrow and one of the fastest on the
market today. This all carbon com-
posite arrow gives the 3D and field
shooter all the speed for which they
could ask. According to McKinney, a
former Olympic medallist, those
looking for the ultimate in arrow
speed need to look no further
because this is the arrow for them.
“The Cheetah is one of the most
durable super light, thin walled
arrows available today,” he said.
“Using our proprietary multi-direc-
tional layered design gives shooters a
much more accurate arrow. Pushing
the boundaries of the 5 grains per
pound IBO rule, the CT Cheetah
gives shooters a super fast arrow and
allows them to use a much heavier
point weight. This provides more
stability without losing speed. We
offer four different size arrows
including a light spine for women,
kids and men with short draw

lengths,” McKinney added.
Those hunters going after large,

dangerous game need a hard hitting,
solid penetrating and super accurate
arrow. McKinney said the CT Rhino
series offers shooters the features for
which they are looking along with
plenty of kinetic energy and unques-
tioned penetration. Carbon Tech was
the first to introduce a heavier all car-
bon composite arrow shaft by incor-
porating several wraps of many dif-
ferent mixtures of carbon and com-
posite materials. The result is a hard
hitting arrow that delivers knock
down power with shocking results. 

CT Safari is designed specifically
for the African Safari hunter and is a
heavy, stiff shaft that McKinney said
delivers the ultimate in kinetic ener-
gy and accuracy. The CT Safari
promises to deliver maximum pene-
tration and performance on the most
dangerous North American or
African game. 

The CT Whitetail arrow offers
deer hunters a blend of speed and
ruggedness in an easy to tune pack-
age. One of the company’s most pop-
ular arrows, McKinney said the CT
Whitetail offers great penetration
and provides just the right amount of
strength and speed coupled with pin-
point accuracy. The CT Whitetail is
manufactured using a proprietary
multi-directional layered design that
gives the arrow a barreling effect
which provides an extra bit of speed
and consistency. The CT Whitetail is
offered in four sizes and two styles.

For those who like to tinker with
their arrows to fine tune them, the CT
Panther promises to be the easiest
arrow to tune. McKinney said this
arrow features “adjustable spine con-
trol” designed in the arrow to give the
bowhunter the advantage in the field.

Stabilization is achieved with a Far
Front of Center dynamic design that
McKinney said will produce amazing
groups and excellent penetration
with broadheads. The new CT
Panther is a true-tapered shaft pro-
viding a true tapering down the
entire length of the arrow giving it an
accurate tune with adjustable spine
control. By cutting the shaft off at the
nock end, the arrow spine increases.
If the shaft is cut off at the insert end,
the spine of the arrow decreases. 

With the heavier front end near
the insert a better front-of-center
(FOC) is achieved and greater stored
energy is obtained. The CT Panther
comes with standard Bohning
Signature nocks and standard
inserts. No matter where the shaft is
cut, the nocks and inserts will fit
properly. Contact: Carbon Tech
Arrows at 2640 W. Kilgore Avenue,
Muncie, Indiana 47304; Phone (800)
951-8736.

Trophy Ridge 
Trophy Ridge Marketing

Manager Jason Pickerill told
ArrowTrade that to make its arrows
among the strongest and straightest
in the industry, Trophy Ridge took a
seamless, woven carbon arrow and
increased the thickness of the shaft
wall. The result is an arrow 40 percent
stronger than most others on the
market today. He explained with a
thicker wall, the arrow recovers faster
and its downrange kinetic energy is
increased which translates into
deeper penetration on game. All
models of Trophy Ridge arrows come
with an Armor Tough Insert that uti-
lizes an over-the-shaft design to
increase shaft integrity and to avoid
mushrooming at the leading edge of
the shaft. In addition, each arrow
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The Carbon Tech Cheetah is thin walled and quick. Shooters looking for speed and strength need look no further because the Cheetah
pushes the 5 grains per pound IBO rule limit. The Cheetah 3D (with yellow print) is offered in four weights ranging from 5.3 to 7.0
grains per inch and has a straightness of .0015 inch while the Cheetah (with white print) offers the same weight per inch and spine
selection but has a more liberal straightness tolerance of .005 inch.

Arrow tuning problems cease to be a problem when shooting the Carbon Tech Panther arrow.
This “true-tapered” shaft will provide a simple tune that promises to surprise even the experts. The Panther features a Far Front of
Center dynamic design the company says will provide exceptional stabilization and amazing grouping. The arrow spine can be
changed depending on where the shaft is cut and can produce an arrow with a weight ranging from 8.4 to 8.7 grains per inch.
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model is coated with an attractive
Silent Slide Coating which reduces
arrow noise as it is drawn across the
rest. 

With a straightness tolerance of
.0008 inches, the Crush is the
straightest arrow in the Trophy Ridge
line. The Blast with its .002 straight-
ness, Hailfire with its .004 straight-
ness and the Wrath, available with
.006 of an inch straightness, round
out the line. Four arrow weights rang-
ing from 7 to 11 grains per inch are

available in all models making these
shafts suitable for bows of just about
any draw weight. Contact: Trophy
Ridge 817 Maxwell Avenue,
Evansville, Indiana 47711. Call the
company at: (800) 694-9494. 

Burt Coyote 
A lighted nock is a popular arrow

accessory for many shooters because
of its high visibility. Lumenok was
developed to make it easier for a
shooter to see his arrow as it flies

toward a target. With a brightly lit
nock, the archer can see small varia-
tions in arrow flight thus getting bet-
ter feedback on his form and his
setup. When used on a hunting
arrow, the shooter can see exactly
where his shot strikes the animal and
in addition, on pass through shots,
he can go directly to the arrow with-
out spending valuable daylight track-
ing time looking for it. 

According to company President
Curtis Price, some shooters found
the Lumenok didn’t work with all car-
bon arrows because of the composi-
tion of the shaft. As a result, Burt
Coyote now offers shooters a com-
plete carbon arrow that eliminates
the problem of the Lumenok not
working with some “carbon” arrow
shafts which are built with non-con-
ductive glass layers. 

The Lumen-Arrow is an assem-
bly of a private-label, all-carbon
arrow shaft coupled with a new
Lumenok and Bohning Signature
nock. The all new Lumen-Arrow is
designed to allow the battery to be

RamCatBroadheads.com 
412-519-5352

100 GR 13/8 cut 
125 GR 11/2 cut

X-Bow Lethal 
Back Cut  
Technology

Hydroshock 
Self-Centering  
Chisel Tip

Hits Like a Ram

100 GR 13/8 cut
Cuts Like a Cat ©

100% PROVEN
Penetrates deeper and is more 

accurate than any fixed broadhead 
in the world, with independent 
testing at Stanford University!

Fulton Precision Archer y

The Crush by Trophy Ridge offers a straightness tolerance of .0008 of an inch and a
weight variation of +/- 1 grain per dozen. They come with Beiter nocks installed for even
more accuracy. The Beiter Nock does not pinch on the nocking point and offers a much
higher working life and a constant release from the bowstring.

Trophy Ridge Blast offers shooters a straightness tolerance of .002 inches and a weight
variation of +/- 2.5 grains per dozen.

Hailfire by Trophy Ridge boasts the same features as the Crush and Blast but at a more
economical cost. Accurate and durable, these shafts are straight to .004 of an inch and
come with Predator vanes installed.

Hunters on a budget will be impressed with the quality and accuracy offered by the
Trophy Ridge Wrath. Like the other models in the line, the Wrath comes with the same
Armor Tough Insert and Silent Slide Coating as the other models but has a slightly larger
straightness run out at .006 of an inch. All arrow models come fletched with rugged
Predator vanes by Norway Industries and four spine sizes are available.

The Lumen-Arrow by Burt Coyote is a 100 percent all carbon shaft equipped with the
lighted Lumenok in red or green. Three spine weights are offered to match bows of just
about any draw weight. Lumen-Arrows are precision squared at the nock end to pro-
mote optimum Lumenok function.
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changed if an arrow hits a rock or
other immovable object. Lumen-
Arrows are available fletched with
Bohning Blazer vanes or as bare shafts
that can be fletched as a customer
wishes. 

Lumen-Arrows are available in
three spine weights and are straight
within +/-.003 of an inch and are sort-
ed to +/-.5 grain per dozen. Most
importantly, however, Price noted
Lumen-Arrows are precision squared
on the nock end to promote optimum
Lumenok function. 

Dealers selling crossbows will be
interested in knowing Burt Coyote
also offers a “ready to shoot” 20 or 22
inch Lumen-Arrow Bolt equipped
with either a Flat Model BECF or
Crescent Model BECC Lumenok. With
these bolts all a shooter has to do is to
screw in a point of their choice and
shoot. The Burt Coyote Company is
located at 104 North Union Street,
Yates City, Illinois 61572; Phone (309)
358-1602. 

Carbon Impact
The XLT seamless design of

Carbon Impact arrows allows for a
very high spine-to-weight ratio which
company President Pierre Pujos says
gives these shafts excellent speed,
outstanding durability and an amaz-
ing consistency. Pujos noted all
Carbon Impact shafts are constructed
using this unique seamless XLT
process and it is what makes them
straight, strong and quiet. Pujos
explained the XLT design technology
delivers uniform spine not only from
one arrow to the next, but also com-
pletely around the shaft. 

The Hunter + XLT is a seamless,
all carbon arrow the company says
flies so true, grouping is guaranteed.
It was developed as a result of feed-
back the company received from
shooters and is a modification of the
former FAT shaft. This arrow features
a weight forward design and comes
in three spines and three grades.
Hunters will like the newer camo fin-
ish because it not only reduces noise
it is extremely durable and doesn’t

add any weight to the shaft. 
Pujos told ArrowTrade the Carbon

Impact Fast Shaft XLT is a lightweight,
high speed shaft that provides a flat
trajectory and one that will appeal not
only to hunters but to 3D and field
shooters alike. “As our market contin-
ues to increase, these arrows are actu-
ally preferred by shooters overseas for
competitive shooting while here in
America, hunters facing long distance
shots, especially under windy condi-
tions, have embraced them as well,”
Pujos noted. 

Pujos said the Fast Shaft XLT is
lighter by 25 grains than the compa-
ny’s popular FAT Shaft and
bowhunters can put the extra speed to
good use with a flatter trajectory and
an increased FOC balance for more
accuracy. The Fast Shaft XLT comes in
four spines and three straightness
grades ranging from +/- .001 to +/-
.006 inch. 

It should be noted Carbon Impact
has a service where it offers dealers an
opportunity to have their shop name,
phone number or website printed
along with the Carbon Impact logo on
every arrow. According to Pujos, this
gives dealers a unique way of advertis-
ing and those dealers who have taken
advantage of this service have found
their arrow sales to have improved
considerably. “We currently have from
100 to 120 dealers across the country
who are taking this opportunity to
promote their shop in this manner

and they report their customers are
using the phone number on the arrow
to order more shafts. The cost to the
dealer is minimal, providing they
place a minimum arrow order of
around 30 dozen arrows. This makes
us unique in the industry,” he
explained. 

Pujos pointed out although the
shafts themselves are made overseas,
most of the work such as fletching,
customizing, and quality control is
done here in America. “We can cus-
tomize the shafts with any color
fletching combination a dealer wants
and we have strict control of the arrow
from start to finish,” he said. 

Carbon Impact also offers cross-
bow shooters two crossbow bolts that
are fully compatible with any cross-
bow. The Ultrabolt, with a total weight
of 435 grains, is designed to increase
speed for flatter trajectory while the
Titan Bolt is designed to stay within
the legal 350 feet per second limita-
tion imposed by many states. Both
bolts come in either a 20 or 22 inch
length with a choice of components to
adjust to any crossbow. Contact:
Carbon Impact, 2628 Garfield Rd. N.,
Suite 38, Traverse City, Michigan
49686; Phone (800) 809-9212. 

Summary
Archery equipment gets better

every year and arrows are no excep-
tion. Aluminum shafts have been
popular for decades but its clear car-

Lumen-Arrow Bolt Assemblies for crossbows come in a three pack in either a 20 or 22
inch length and weigh 338 and 345 grains respectively. They come equipped with either
a Flat Model BECF or Crescent Model BECC Lumenok installed.
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Bear Archery offers equipment designed to specifically fit the needs of youth and intermediate shooters. Bear’s Safetyglass Target
Arrows are strong, safe and durable. They feature high flexing qualities and will not splinter. Arrows come with
nock and points installed and are pre-fletched with vanes.
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bon has taken over the lion’s share of
the market. Based on comments from
a number of archery shop owners 90
percent or more of their arrow sales
are carbon and the percentage is
creeping up. Archers have embraced
carbon arrows because they feel car-
bon shafts are tougher, stay straighter,
and fly faster than their aluminum
counterparts. 

Granted, some customers come
into a shop looking for nothing but
the best arrows and are willing to pay
the price for a premium product but,
many more are not as cognizant of
how important the arrow is for
squeezing the most accuracy and
speed out of their current bow set up.
These customers are often quite will-

ing to accept the advice of the pro
shop owner and, once they are edu-
cated to the advantages offered by
using a premium grade arrow, they are
more likely to purchase whatever is
recommended. As an added benefit to
the dealer, once a shooter purchases a
dozen premium arrows they are more
likely to stay with top-of-the-line
arrows for all their shooting needs. Pro
shop owners keeping up with current
arrow technology and who take the
time to discuss this technology with
their customers will often see an
increase in their high end arrow sales
because the more information the
dealer can provide the more likely
these customers are to purchase a
premium grade arrow. Factors like
speed, penetration and wind effects
should be highlighted so that the cus-
tomer can decide which arrow best
meets their need. 

Choosing an arrow shaft is a per-

sonal thing but one thing is certain.
Regardless of which premium shaft a
hunter chooses they can rest assured
it is a finer and more dependable
product than it was in the past and,
because premium arrow shafts offer
dealers a higher profit margin, every-
one comes out ahead. The customer
gets a more accurate and often
stronger arrow, the retailer gets
stronger profits.

The Hunter +XLT arrow from Carbon Impact performs so well, grouping is guaranteed for any good archer. The shafts are available in
three weights of 6.9, 7.9 and 8.3 grains per inch while straightness tolerance ranges from +/- .002, +/- .003 and +/-.006 inches depend-
ing on the model.

The Titan Bolt XLT is designed to increase crossbow speed but will stay within the 350 feet per second speed limit imposed by several
states. With a total weight of 525 grains, the Titan Bolt XLT promises to have a powerful impact on big game. Like the Ultrabolt XLT, the
Titan XLT comes with a choice of V-nock or flat insert installed.

The F.A.S.T. tool by Burt Coyote is a sim-
ple yet effective device for squaring the
ends of arrow shafts. This tool is
machined out of aluminum and has no
moving parts. It is a simple and fast way
to get perfect nock and insert alignment.
To use the F.A.S.T, place either end of the
arrow shaft into the tool, push it against
the abrasive pad and rotate the shaft
until the end is abraded down to being
square with the shaft. It is suggested that
a silver marker or similar marker be used
to mark the entire perimeter of the cut
end and the shaft rotated until all the
marker is ground off. Anyone contemplat-
ing the use of a lighted arrow nock should
consider owning one of these tools since
it easily removes any non-conductive
coating from the end of the arrow shaft
and assures proper contact between the
arrow and the nock.
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